American Urological Association, Inc. Political Action Committee (AUAPAC)
1000 Corporate Boulevard
Linthicum, MD 21090

The American Urological Association, Inc. Political Action Committee (AUAPAC) further raises the house of urology's profile and access to members of Congress in Washington, DC, as well as in their home districts, thereby broadening our influence and providing opportunities to engage lawmakers while strengthening our advocacy networks. Please help AUAPAC actively participate in key legislator races that directly impact the practice of urology. Thank you for your support!

NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE #:

E-MAIL:

NAME OF EMPLOYER:

OCCUPATION:

AUA ID#:

FORM OF PAYMENT:
AUAPAC accepts only personal checks at this time. Please note that donations made from business/corporate funds are not accepted per federal election laws and regulations.

Checks should be made payable to AUAPAC and mailed to the following address:

    AUAPAC
    c/o Access National Bank
    P.O. Box 221374
    Chantilly, VA 20151

AUAPAC is a “separate segregated” fund (SSF) established by the American Urological Association, Inc. Contributions to AUAPAC are not deductible as charitable contributions for Federal Income Tax purposes. Further, contributions by one person in the name of another person are prohibited. PAC contributions are also not reimbursable by an employer or any other entity. The FEC requires that certain information on each donor (who contributes $200 or more per year) such as the donor’s name, address, occupation, and employer’s name be collected and reported to the Commission. By contributing to AUAPAC you affirm that you: are a US citizen or an individual lawfully admitted with permanent resident status; that your contribution is made from your own personal funds and not from corporate, foreign national, or labor union funds; that you will not receive reimbursement by anyone for this contribution, and that your contributions to AUAPAC will not aggregate in excess of $5,000 per calendar year. Contributions are voluntary and you have a right to refuse to contribute without reprisal.